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Abstract: In face recognition system, due to occlusion and other problems, the recognition accuracy 

is low, and the occlusion face recognition technology is constantly optimized. This paper introduces 

the relevant methods of occluded face recognition, and analyzes it from two aspects: traditional 

recognition and deep learning recognition. This paper introduces three traditional methods based on 

image restoration, sample reconstruction and sparse representation, as well as the innovative 

research of convolutional neural network in face recognition. After studying the methods of many 

researchers, it is concluded that occluded face recognition technology is a difficulty, and a major 

breakthrough has been made in the optimization based on tradition and deep learning. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the epidemic of 2019 coronavirus, facial mask is used in daily life. In face recognition, mask 

shielding face recognition technology can have a positive impact on epidemic prevention and control. 

At present, face recognition technology is usually based on the comparison of face features. This 

method has good performance in calculation, running speed and modeling, but it requires high 

information of feature points. Once there is environmental impact and feature points are blocked, it is 

impossible to accurately locate the face. Therefore, the recognition of occluded face recognition 

technology has become a hot research direction. 

In recent years, researchers at home and abroad have put forward many effective methods. 

Traditional methods mainly include image restoration [1], statistical analysis [2], sparse 

representation [3], etc. Modern research methods include methods based on deep learning, methods 

based on the combination of deep learning and traditional algorithms, etc. Traditional methods 

mainly use feature points to represent, limit or eliminate face information, so as to reduce the impact 

of occlusion on face recognition and improve the accuracy and performance of partial occlusion face 

recognition algorithm. Modern research methods mainly use convolutional neural network for deep 

learning, extract image information and realize self-learning. 

This paper studies the face recognition method based on occlusion. Aiming at the problem that the 

recognition effect of common face recognition algorithms is affected by face occlusion, this paper 

introduces the traditional and deep learning optimized occlusion face recognition methods, compares 

and analyzes different recognition methods, recognition effects, advantages and disadvantages, and 

looks forward to the possible development direction in the future. 
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2. TRADITIONAL METHOD 

(1) Occluded face recognition method based on image restoration 

Occluded face recognition technology based on image restoration mainly uses the redundancy of face 

image information to fill or smooth occluded blocks with gray data of non occluded blocks, so as to 

repair the missing face information. Although this occluded face recognition method can recover the 

gray information between occluded blocks and non occluded blocks, it can not recover the geometric 

and texture information of occluded blocks. Sun Yuhao [4] and others combined the occlusion feature 

restoration method with the local linear embedding method to complete the occlusion face 

recognition method based on image restoration. This method has a certain effect in the case of small 

occlusion, but the recognition effect is not obvious in the case of face key feature points and large 

occlusion. 

(2) Face recognition with occlusion based on statistical analysis 

This method [2] mainly constructs the feature subspace from the statistical information of samples, 

and reconstructs the samples in the feature subspace to recognize occluded faces, among which the 

most representative method is principal component analysis. Principal component analysis is the best 

reconstruction method based on the minimum mean square error, and has produced many 

developments. For example, the robust principal component analysis method based on maximum 

correlation proposed by He et al. and the robust principal component analysis under low rank 

constraints proposed by Candes et al. are all effective for occlusion to a certain extent. However, this 

method has many limitations. Patent [5] is to reconstruct the face image with accessories (glasses, 

masks, hats, etc.) into the face image without accessories through the image reconstruction network. 

Patent [6] is an accurate recognition of face images with obstructions on people's faces, which 

improves the accuracy of face recognition. 

(3) Occluded face recognition method based on sparse representation 

Through a large number of experiments, it is found that the sparse representation algorithm has strong 

classification and recognition performance, and has good robustness to illumination, occlusion and 

other conditions. Using the continuous learning of some training images to get the representation of 

different kinds of test samples, using data redundancy to make the test images find sparse 

representation coefficients in the over-complete dictionary, so as to realize occluded face recognition. 

Yang [7] and others proposed a robust sparse coding method based on the learning idea to establish 

the error estimation model. Li [8] considers the shape and structure information of occlusion while 

studying error coding, and proposes structured sparse error coding combined with occlusion prior 

information. Deng [9] proposed an occluded face recognition method based on change dictionary by 

combining the idea of image restoration with sparse representation. 

Most of the face features of sparse representation classification are global features, However, the 

image data represented by global features can not well represent the data information under 

continuous occlusion. To solve this problem, Xie et al. proposed an elastic local reconstruction 

algorithm, which calculated the similarity of multiple face blocks from the perspective of block, and 

realized face recognition, thus reducing the adverse effects of occlusion. Nan [10] and others 

proposed an adaptive occlusion and sparse representation algorithm based on multi-resolution. Face 

images can be segmented into continuous non-overlapping blocks, each sub-block is classified by 
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sparse representation, and the occlusion part is reconstructed by combining local features and global 

features. Because the classification performance of sparse representation is affected by the spatial 

distribution of occlusion, Zhang et al. proposed a method based on local Gabor binary pattern (as 

shown in Figure 1) to extract features from face images and realize face recognition through 

histogram. Literature[11]A sparse error method combined with robust PCA proposed in also has 

good results. 

 
Fig. 1 Basic local binary method 

 

3. DEEP LEARNING METHOD 

The advantages and disadvantages of traditional common methods are shown in Table 1, 

Table 1 Traditional face recognition methods with obstructions 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Based on image 
restoration method 

Training face sample information to 
repair missing face information 

The recognition effect is not 

obvious for the key feature 
points of face and large area 

occlusion 

Based on statistical 

analysis 

Partial occlusion recognition has its 
advantages, and the best reconstruction 

method based on minimum mean square 

error is the most representative method 

for occluded face recognition by using 

reconstructed samples in feature 

subspace 

Unable to determine valid 

characteristics 

Sparse representation 

It has strong classification and 

recognition performance, and uses the 

continuous learning of some training 

images to get the representation of each 

class of test samples, thus improving the 
recognition efficiency. 

Less sample training will 

produce large residual error, 

which can not effectively deal 

with continuous occlusion and 

does not fully consider the 
spatial structure. 

 
The earlier traditional face recognition method is based on feature recognition, which performs well 

in computation, running speed, model structure and classification recognition, but it is poor in 

real-time and robustness, and can not accurately locate occluded faces. The traditional method is 

based on subspace method, which has low computational cost, strong description ability and good 

separability. However, PCA ignores the differences between samples and has poor robustness in 

occluding local features. Therefore, if face recognition technology can be better applied in intelligent 

access control, it is necessary to solve the problem of face occlusion. 
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For the research of intelligent access control system algorithm of occlusion face recognition, the key 

lies in solving the problem of occlusion face recognition, increasing the anti-interference of face 

recognition and improving the efficiency of face recognition. Among the traditional recognition 

methods, PCA algorithm and Adaboost algorithm (as shown in Figure 2) are combined to improve the 

anti-interference performance of the algorithm and the face recognition rate. In the future 

development, it is necessary to improve the robustness design. Wang Bo [12] proposed an intelligent 

access control system design based on MTCNN and FaceNet, which has high recognition rate in face 

recognition. Therefore, the face recognition algorithm based on deep learning can automatically learn 

face features. 

The network structure of MTCNN algorithm based on cascaded convolution neural network is shown 

in Figure 3. It is mainly composed of three layers of network structure, the first layer is P-Net, the 

second layer is R-Net, and the third layer is O-Net. P-Net: Firstly, the input data is constructed into a 

five-layer feature pyramid, and the scaling factor is set to 0.709. R-Net: The candidate frames are 

further optimized and screened by using R-Net for the rough detection of P-Net results. The input of 

R-Net is the output of P-Net, and the output size of P-Net needs to be converted to 24 × 24, mainly to 

remove a large number of non-face candidate frames. O-Net: The output candidate box of R-Net is 

selected. The structure is similar to that of P-Net and R-Net. The input of O-Net is the output of R-Net, 

and the output size of R-Net needs to be converted to 48 × 48. O-Net outputs the final face candidate 

box, face confidence and key point information. This method is often used in face detection. 
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Fig. 2 Flow chart of Adaboost algorithm 
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Fig. 3 MTCNN network structure 

Taigman [13] and others put forward DeepFace model for face recognition research, and defined the 

standard recognition steps from detecting alignment to special zone features to classification for the 

first time. This method achieves 97.35% accuracy in labeled faces in the wild (LFW) data set. The 

DeepID model proposed by Sun [13] et al. makes the recognition accuracy of their model on LFW 

data set reach 99.53% by improving the network structure and enhancing the training data, which 

exceeds the recognition ability of human beings. The FaceNet model proposed by Google Company 

changes the training strategy by introducing triple loss, and the recognition rate reaches 99.63% after 

LFW verification. 

According to the research [13], the sample data will affect the deep learning method, and the 

extracted deep features have sparsity and occlusion robustness. Therefore, the face recognition 

method based on deep learning not only avoids the limitation of manually designed feature extraction, 

but also has higher accuracy, even exceeding the recognition ability of human beings. However, 

occlusion is one of the factors that affect the accuracy of face recognition. When the occlusion area is 

too large, it is basically impossible to recognize occluded faces simply by using depth learning 

method. Li analyzed and improved the deficiencies of MTCNN and Retinaface in detection and 

location. An occluded face discrimination model is proposed, and a lightweight MobileNet network is 

used to train a model that can quickly judge whether a face is occluded or not. Therefore, it is not 

simple to solve the problem of feature loss caused by large-area occlusion by deep learning.In the 

future, we shouldImprove the innovation level of face recognition technology with obstructions. 

When establishing the algorithm model, the compatibility of algorithm equipment is enhanced to 

reduce power consumption and cost. Make great efforts in optimizing the algorithm model, 

accurately detect the position of occlusion, detect face information and reduce the training intensity of 

samples. Work hard to build machine learning rules, break through the sample level, let machine 

learning form rules, and better human-computer interaction. 

 

4. COMBINATION OF TRADITION AND DEEP LEARNING 

Chan et al. combined convolution neural networks with local binary patterns (LBP) [14By extracting 

local features and filtering out occlusion features as much as possible, occlusion face recognition has 

robustness. Experiments show that occlusion can greatly eliminate the impact of occlusion on 

recognition performance after being filtered by deep convolution network. 

Li [15] proposes a local occlusion face recognition method combining face image restoration with 
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face recognition, The principles of SRC (Sparse Representation Classification) and CRC 

(Cooperative Representation Classification) in traditional occluded face recognition are used to 

improve the robustness and recognition efficiency under occluded faces, The collaborative 

representation classification (ECRC) based on feature face is selected for analysis, and the image 

restoration is combined with the improved model DCGAN (Deep Convolution Generation 

Countermeasure Network) of GAN. Finally, the occlusion face recognition is improved. On CelebA 

data set, the recognition accuracy under central occlusion reaches 78.56%, which is 12.59% higher 

than the simple ECRC (Collaborative Representation Classification Based on Feature Face) method; 

In the case of occlusion, the recognition accuracy reaches 73.48%, which is 11.75% higher than the 

simple ECRC method. Experimental results show that the combination of traditional and deep 

learning can effectively improve the effect of face recognition by occlusion. This method only has a 

good effect on the repair and recognition of the front face, and the repair and recognition of the side 

face still needs further study. The research direction can improve the training accuracy of small 

samples. Although artificial intelligence deep learning imitates human perception of pictures, the 

accuracy of the results obtained by comparing only a few samples is low. If we can improve the 

training ability of small samples, we can reduce the pressure on the establishment of sample data 

sets.The DCGAN network structure is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4 DCGAN Network Structure Diagram 

Huang [16] chooses Gabor wavelet transform as the local feature extraction method of face, The 

Gabor feature dimension is reduced by using face key points and image segmentation methods, At the 

same time, the method of multi-classifier fusion is adopted, Fusion of local features of faces, A new 

residual network model is constructed, and a face recognition method based on the combination of 

depth features and traditional features is proposed. Finally, the decision fusion method is adopted to 

make the results of feature fusion compare with the depth features extracted by residual network 

alone and the traditional Gabor wavelet method, which shows that the recognition rate after fusion is 

obviously improved. This method will affect the recognition effect in the selection of key parts of 

face, the depth and width of residual network, sample data set and other factors. In the future research, 

we should establish a special sample training set to optimize the training of samples and improve the 

training accuracy, robustness and real-time. The training of neural network usually requires a large 

number of sample data, so the sample data will affect the performance of face recognition. At present, 
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the sample data of the database is small and simple, and there is no sample set of illumination, 

expression, occlusion and multi-dimensional face, so the trained recognition rate is low. 

In face recognition with mask occlusion, there are many face features occluded by mask, which has 

great influence on face recognition algorithm. Wang Chenbo [17] proposed a two-stage face repair 

algorithm based on multimodality to solve the above problems, which combined the face modal 

information with bilinear pooling and repaired the face information from different angles; At the 

same time, a face recognition algorithm based on multi-attention mechanism is proposed, focusing on 

the unoccluded part, followed by the repaired part. The results show that the proposed two algorithms 

have high accuracy in practical application, and the multimodal method [18] can optimize the 

algorithm. However, this method needs to further improve the face restoration technology, and use 

multi-model biometrics to reduce the difficulty of model training. Combining various algorithms, 

models and forms, the complex multi-level tasks are simplified, and the speed, accuracy and 

convenience are improved. Finally, high-quality fusion is carried out to give full play to the 

advantages of various methods and make up for the shortcomings. 

 

5. SUMMARY 

This paper introduces the face recognition method with occlusion. From the traditional methods of 

image restoration, sample reconstruction, sparse representation, deep learning method and the 

combination of the two methods, the main principles, advantages and disadvantages of each method 

are described, and the existing problems of occlusion face recognition methods are analyzed. 

Through comparative analysis, occlusion face recognition based on deep learning has broad 

prospects. 
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